Connecting data in real time to deliver contextual intelligence

One of the most pressing issues with big data is the ability to store, manage and examine hundreds of millions of data points that exist beyond traditional boundaries, determine their relationship with each other and deliver new insights to existing context. The speed with which distributed big data can be analyzed is often critical in making sense of the various datasets.

RedisGraph leverages complex and dynamic relationships in highly connected data to deliver new insights and intelligence across a variety of different use cases, including real-time recommendation engines, personalization, fraud detection, cyber security, master data management, social networking, 360-degree customer view and many more.

Why RedisGraph?

Graph databases leverage complex and dynamic relationships in highly connected data to understand relationships between various datasets, using two common data representation and traversal approaches—adjacency lists and adjacency matrices. Both these approaches have significant drawbacks, with notably slow processing and a large memory and processing overhead.

RedisGraph implements an enhanced matrix traversal methodology representing connected data as sparse adjacency matrices and adopts a standardized engine, GraphBLAS, that uses linear algebra and compressed matrix representation to overcome the performance and scale challenges. RedisGraph simplifies the traversal of highly connected, variable data to answer complex questions and deliver contextual insights.

Benefits of RedisGraph

Rapidly integrate and analyze connected data to drive rich user experiences

Collect, process and analyze complex, connected data and understand data relationships 10 - 600 times faster using the industry-leading solution with record-setting performance for linear computations. Improve customer experience by using native graph support to integrate into or migrate from your current data store.

Design for efficiency while delivering lower cost of ownership

Scale easily to meet the needs of your fast-moving organization. Cut historical data storage costs by up to 60% with the optimized graphical representation of large datasets.

Multi-model data platform, in any cloud of your choice

Eliminate operational complexity and improve productivity to unlock the full potential of your connected data. Address multiple use cases and extend to custom data structures using a single multi-model data platform. Proven fault-tolerance and linear scale on commodity hardware or any cloud infrastructure make it the perfect platform for your mission-critical data.

10x - 600x faster than other graph databases

Graph500: 2.4M nodes and 64M edges | Twitter: 41.6M nodes and 1.47B edges
We’ve been using Redis for over a decade and it has been great to see the success our teams are achieving with it. With the simplicity and scale that RedisGraph is able to deliver with its multi-tenant architecture and the compactness of the data storage, we’ve been able to reduce our infrastructure footprint quite considerably. With support for the Cypher Query Language, the switch from our existing graph implementation in favor of RedisGraph was straightforward. Now, with the expected increase of the speed of our queries, we can get the insights we rely on faster than ever.
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Get Started with RedisGraph Today!
Visit https://redis.com/redisgraph/
Talk to a Redis Enterprise expert today. Contact expert@redis.com.